Prayerbook

Manuscript in German on paper with metalcuts.
Germany (Cologne) and Tyrol, (Diocese of Brixen?), dated 1458.

A complete set of Upper Rhine metalcuts in a prayerbook from Brixen

**PROVENANCE:**
2. Private collection, Europe.

**TEXT:** Among the longer prayer cycles that the manuscript contains is worth mentioning the layman's prayers for mass under the Brixen Bishop Ulrich Putsch (fol. 51v-76), the Office of the Virgin (fol. 136-162), penitential psalms, the litanies and prayers on the Pater Noster (fol. 206v-208), as well as suffrages. In between the prayers there are short prose texts, among them an exegesis of the Decalogue (fol. 23v-26), catalogues of virtues (fol. 219v-220v) and sins (fol. 89r/v) and of the Apostles' (fol. 210r/v). Alongside these are spiritual meditations such as an exhortation (fol. 89v-90v) attributed to "prudere percholit" (Berthold von Regensburg), the "Saying of twelve masters" (fol. 92v-97) and the exemplum of the dying pope and his chaplain (fol. 131-133). The manuscript is dated on fol. 98 and 162 ("Anno domini Mcccclviii"). The prayer cycle attributed to Bishop Ulrich II (1427-1437) points to an origin in the diocese of Brixen, corroborated by mentions of three local patron saints (Albanus, Lugnien and Cassian).

**ILLUSTRATION:**
fol. 214v: St Christopher (127 x 73 mm; Schreiber 2598a; early annotation at upper left) – fol. 215v: Madonna and Child (103 x 73 mm; Schreiber 2486; with nail heads in left corners. Annotations in an old hand on recto) – fol. 216: Holy Face (103 x 76 mm; Schreiber 2443; with nail heads at three corners; the right side and lower right hand corner is chopped where a fourth nail may have been present) – fol. 217: St Bernardino of Siena (127 x 72 mm; Schreiber 2568; with four nail heads in the corners).

The slender strip of grass and other plants at the bottom of the print of St Christopher helps distinguish it from Schreiber 2598. That metalcut (Paris, BN) is extremely similar, but is in fact a different print. This accounts for the discrepancy between the height of the BN (112 mm) and our impression. In the Holy Face Christ's eyes look to the right, the work's most significant deviation from Schreiber 2442 (Paris BN; Vienna; Munich). The Virgin and Child is a reversed, but "technically superior" copy of Schreiber 2487 (Colmar, Munich, Copenhagen) and preserved as a single leaf in Budapest (University Library) and Vienna (Albertina).

Metalcuts are one of the earliest and rarest media for printed illustrations, renowned for their beauty and delicacy. They were commonly used to embellish books, either integrated into the text, or pasted down to decorate the interior of bindings. Multiple smaller images were sold on single sheets, but ensembles of larger prints without a central theme are rare. Unusually, the metalcuts at hand were printed, coloured, and sold as a group. Their arrangement in our manuscript provides the first absolute proof that these prints form a group. Three of the metalcuts have visible nail heads at their corners. As there is no sign of these marks on the surviving impressions, our impressions must represent a slightly later state. The plates seem to have been fixed to a wooden bar, so as to print them on the same sheet of paper. This would explain their oblique imprint within the book. Stix attributes the Holy Face-cut to the Master of St George, who is believed to have been active in Cologne.

While single impressions survive in Budapest and in Munich (Schreiber 2486 and 2560), these prints appear together in only two other instances. One set of the Madonna and Child and Holy Face is in the Hofbibliothek in Vienna (Schreiber 2486 and 2443). A third metalcut (Schreiber 2568) was already in the Albertina in the early 20th century. It is unclear whether these works came from the same manuscript. Schreiber noted a manuscript in Prague University Library (Ms.VI F6) that includes impressions of all four of our metalcuts. That volume's Latin text includes Czech glosses, suggesting a Bohemian origin, probably in Kloster Wittengau, but when the Prague impressions were coloured, some time earlier, it must have been in the same workshop as our metalcuts; the same colours have been used in almost identical locations. Like our manuscript, the Prague text does not engage directly with the images: their presence indicates the demand for German prints in export markets. The Prague metalcuts are pasted into the front and rear inside covers, with the Madonna opposite the Holy Face in the front cover, and the two saints at the back. Schreiber was not aware of our impressions, which appear to postdate the Prague group, due to the nail heads not present in earlier impressions. Our metalcuts represent one of the most complete and original sets of 15th century prints. Beyond their rarity, they acquire a greater art historical significance when viewed within their original historical contexts of workshop practice and the demands of the late medieval print buyer. With only some minor cropping of the pages, these impressions are the most complete that survive.

**LITERATURE:** The manuscript is hitherto unpublished.
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